Scattering problem is important in the research of nano particles and nano antennas. The metal behaves as the plasma in optical frequency, yet can have Surface Plasmon effect(SPs). Some structures, e.g. nano particle pairs, have strong local field enhancement.
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Difficulties
The simulation of these structures are numerically difficult mainly because of rapid field variation. The narrow gap is quite demanding for the generation of the mesh.
The idea of ABC comes from Sommerfeld boundary condition.
It's precise, however, it cannot be implemented numerically.
So we replace the Sommerfeld condition at infinity with a boundary condition on the boundary of a truncated domain at radius R. CONCEPTS provides classes for bilinear form on 2D space and 1D trace space, which will be assembled as stiffness and mass matrix.
In the matrix form, the problem becomes,
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Results & Discussions
The following simulation is based on the comparison of ref.
[3] 2D silver circle with radius of 400nm, under wavelength 413 nm A pair of circles with gap 20nm, under wavelength 413nm
Dimensional normalization, R = 1, so k = 6.085… Take the permittivity of silver at 413nm, using Drude model permittivity = -4.995…+i0.2190… 
Discussion
We observe that
There is a limit of accuracy for each size of ABC. When ABC is closer, it converges earlier and faster, but finally reaches lower accuracy. When ABC is further, it converges later and slower, but finally reaches high accuracy.
We are interested further in Different k Different mesh Different polarization High local enhancement is observed in the gap. The results fit quite well. Adaptivity is highly demanded.
e.g. in the very thin skin depth region, the field decays rapidly, then we need to apply fine mesh but low polynomial degree. Inside the disk, we can use very rough mesh(1 element), but high polynomial degree.
Adaptivity will be the first priority in future work. 
Conclusions
Scattering problem is important and numerically difficult for plasmonic nano device. BGT boundary conditions are derived and studied.
They are implemented in CONCEPTS. The convergence of BGT conditions are studied. Both one disk and two disks case are studied for certain frequency. The computation efficiency of high-order polynomial FEM is high. hp-adaptivity is highly demanded in the research of nano devices. A comparison between ABC and PML has been done. PML seems to beat ABC. CONCEPTS is a C++ numerical class library, which has hp-adaptivity and curved tensor product elements. CONCEPTS has good performance in computation. MAX generates good and reliable reference solution, which helps a lot in the verification of new results. 
